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Summary: 

The purpose of this paper is to update on the current status of Fastrack and seek board support 
for two items (2,3).

1. Performance & General Update

I will be in attendance to provide the board with a verbal update on Fastrack and narrative on the 
latest performance statistics for Fastrack B. Appendix F1

The verbal update will include:

 Garrick Street Fastrack Upgrades 
 Springhead Bridge
  Proposed Fastrack autonomous shuttle trial 
  Mobility as a Service (Southeastern/Arriva/KCC Partnership)
  Electric Buses
 TfL services 

2. Fastrack Busway Enforcement

I will present the case for busway enforcement on Fastrack and request board support prior to 
seeking KCC Cabinet approval. Attached is the example of the framework that underpinned the 
Tunbridge Wells trial in 2013. I am pursuing a similar arrangement. Appendix F2 & F3

3. Modal Hierarchy at Signals

The Fastrack Advisory Board recently gave approval for me to seek JTB ratification for 
implementing a modal hierarchy at traffic signals on the Fastrack network. 

 I will be joined by Oliver Monahan (Managing Director – Arriva) in requesting that the board 
approves priority for Fastrack buses at all signals across the network.  

When Fastrack was first introduced, the buses would approach green signals. Over the years, 
this level of priority has noticeably declined, and services are now held at numerous junctions for 
unviable lengths of time. There is a direct correlation between journey times & patronage. Whilst 
this may have a negligible impact on wider traffic at peak times, to achieve its objective of 
unlocking local development opportunities without gridlock, Fastrack must provide a more 
attractive alternative to the private car and be perceived as cure not cause. Furthermore, by 
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increasing continuous movement and reducing dwell time, the prospect of a fully electrified bus 
operation, becomes more viable, furthering its positive air quality credentials.

The request is that both Fastrack services in each direction, approach each light as a green, so 
long as they are at least three minutes apart (A,A  / B,B / A,B / B,A). This will also serve to 
discourage ‘bus bunching’. Some remedial works to signals and infrastructure will be required, 
including moving a few flags and shelters further away from junctions, as not to incorrectly trigger 
the signals when buses are stopping at bus stops.

4. Fastrack User Survey (Pt1 On-Bus CSS)

Oliver & I will talk through the findings of the attached Fastrack survey, take questions, and update 
the board on subsequent actions and next steps. Appendix F4

5. Latest Full Network Map (rev 3 Jan 2020)

Ends.


